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N.Z. NOTES AND COMMENT

By Colin Hamilton

Beware! I have recently seen offered for sale as "very fine used" a
copy of the 5/- Mount Cook, with the cancellation illustrated at left
centrally applied. Although the general pattern of this marking is not
unlike that of datestamps in use at a few offices in the early years of
this century, it will be immediately evident that there is no sign of a
dateslug in this Waiteni marking.

In fact it is a classic example of the forger's art, and of the forger's propensity for committing
the silliest of errors in his efforts to deceive. In this case, he got the 'flavour' all right - most
people would readily accept Waiteni as a typical New Zealand place name - but sadly (for
the perpetrator) there is not, and never has been, a place or a post office of that name in N.Z.!

(Note: This marking is recorded as a forgery in "The Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 4
(page 502). Our illustration is rather more accurate than that included in the Handbook,
which shows a dash - not a full-stop - between the N and the Z at the foot of the arc.).

Numeral Watermarks. In its detailed description of the shee~s of Cowan paper watermarked NZ
and Star which first came into use in 1902 for the printing of the contemporary ld Universal (G5)
'md %d Mt. Cook (F5) issues, the N.Z. Handbook, Volume 1 states (on pp. 645-6): "In the
Jxtreme bottom right-hand corner is a single-lined numeral, possibly the number of the dandy roll,
with the foot of the figure to the right. . .. There is no record available of the number of dandy
rolls used to produce the watermark". This statement refers to the sheets specifically made to
fit the 240-impression plates for small-size stamps such as the two mentioned - Le. the NZ and
Star watermark was repeated 240 times, arranged in ten horizontal rows of 24, surrounded by a
marginal watermark inscription on all four sides (NEW ZEALAND POSTAGE at top and bottom,
and NEW ZEALAND at left and right).

In its later description of the 120-watermark paper (as used for the recess-printed Edward and
George V definitive stamps) the Handbook - Volume 2, page 339 - makes no mention of similar
watermarked numerals, but they certainly do exist. Enthusiastic readers may recall the occasional
Bulletin offer of George V pieces showing examples (and see Lot 601 in this issue).

In both cases - large (240) and small (120) sheets - I have seen the numerals 1, 2, 3 and 4, but
never any higher number. If these were indeed dandy roll numbers as suggested (and that appears



to me to be the logical and most probable explanation). there must have been at least two
separately numbered sets of dandy rolls. Like the larger sheets, the small sheets too had a marginal
watermark inscription on all sides (in this case NEW ZEALAND at ~op and bottom, and POSTAGE
at each side). so those dandy rolls used in the manufacture of one size of sheet could not be used
for the other.

I say at least two sets advisedly. for there was a third type of paper produced by the same firm at
about the same time. This was another' 120-watermarks-up' type, but with the bits arranged in
twelve horizontal rows of 10, and wider-spaced - the so-called 'Pictorial' paper, originally made
for stamps such as the First Pictorial 2Y:.d, 9d and 2/·, but later used in emergency for some
printings of the King Edward Bd and the George V 1Y:.d, 2d, 3d and 6d. It is quite possible that
there was yet anotner numbered set of dandy rolls for this paper, although I have no definite
knowledge nor evidence of this.

None of the foregoing necessarily implies that only four dandy rolls were used for anyone of
these papers. Certainly in the case of the small size sheets, there was at least one further dandy
roll, this one unnumbered (again see offer 601 in this Bulletin).

NEW ISSUES AND VARIETIES

(from C.P. Newsletter Monthly, May 1991)

$ 1 Round Kiwi - Reprint in Red. This stamp has reappeared in a new colour. Its previous
appearance was as a booklet containing six $ 1 circular Kiwi stamps printed in Green. In its new
form (issued 17th April 1991) it appears only in sheets. The format is four strips of six stamps,
each strip containing printer's details in the left selvedge, and designer's and engraver's details
in the bottom selvedge. The top strip only contains the value inscription in the selvedge at right.
Engraved by the British American Banknote Inc., Canada and printed by Leigh Mardon. Perforation
of the horizontal and vertical separation rows measures 14%. Mesh is horizontal.

40c Kiwi Self-adhesive issue. As mentioned last month, this new departure for N.Z. Post Ltd.,
appeared on Wednesday 17th of April. Early examination of this issue reveals the following
features:

Size of design: 21mm x 26mm (previous issues 22mm x 27mm). The stamps are not perforated
in the conventional sense but die-cut to shape. The "perforation" gauge is 11.25 as against the
smaller perforation gauges so far recorded in the sheet printed versions of this stamp (14'4 x 14)
and miniature sheet (13% x 13'4). The 40c Kiwi is becoming a most interesting specialist stamp
for study and investigation. The new stamps appear to be printed on similar paper to the originals
and we are told that the adhesive used to stick them to the backing strip is fully water soluble.
Mesh is horizontal and the paper is chalk-surfaced. The make-up of the strips is of interest, there
are 100 stamps in the strip and after 25 stamps, there is a stamp-sized sticker (N.Z. Post Good
Value). After another 25 stamps, another sticker the same and a further 25 stamps on, the sticker
appears"only 25 stamps left': After 20 further stamps, the sticker appears "only 5 stamps 'eft".
The strips will be very collectable in sets, with these advertising and instructional stickers with
one or two stamps on either side. If you buy the box containing the roll, there is an extra $ 2
charge for packaging. In supplies seen to date, the Kiwi appears in a slightly browner shade than
previously. There does appear to be a range of shades in this issue however.

Tuatara Issue. These four stamps all have a 40c face value and depict the New Zealand pre
historic reptile, the Tuatara, in various typical situations. These are beautifully designed stamps
and the appearance of the World Wild-life Fund For Nature emblem (Panda) has obviously not
been part of the original design and regrettably detracts from otherwise superb designer's
creations. Nevertheless, the co/~rfulnature of the issue and its alignment with the IiYWF will
be applauded by many and sought after by thematic collectors interested in this particular symbol.
Perforation gauge is 14.3 x 14.3 and the paper is C.P.L. RED PHOSPHOR.



Most publicity related to the 'blooper'made by N.Z. Post in their advisory flyer for this issue.
Newspapers gleefully reported that N.z. Post had inadvertently pilfered another country's reptile
for their illustration. On the brochure is pictured a Green Iguana -and the texts described the
unfortunate foreigner as "New Zealand's unique treasure". Apparently the gaffe was not noticed
until 600,000 copies had been mailed to collectors around the world. Mr. David Bignall said that
the error was the result of an incorrectly labelled transparency. 'We are doing our best to correct
it" - he has a formidable task. CPNLM estimates that there must be 600 error brochures in
existence for every Tuatara living!

40c Brown Kiwi (PC 14a). Malcolm Francis of Palmerston North reports this stamp in sheet form
with eight Kiwis in the left-hand selvedge, opposite Row 9. Malcolm comments "this makes the
40c Brown kiwi now second only in numbers of reprints for modern New Zealand stamps printed
by Leigh Mardon". The maximum (he notes) was 24c Map (11 printings) and now the 40c with
nine printings (including the original). He also notes the 5c Minerals had eight printings (the
original, plus seven reprints so far).

Malcolm also records the Hang-Sell booklets, appearing with eight Kiwis in the selvedge.

WATERMARKED DANDY ROLL NUMBERS

601 A magnificent set of five mint pieces, all with bottom right corner selvedge,
from sheets of the King George V recess-printed issues: (i) 3d pair (K4b)
with Dandy Roll No. 1; (ii) 5d pair (K7a) with Dandy Roll No. 2; (iii) 4d
block of four (K5b) with Dandy Roll No. 3; (iv) similar block, but with
Dandy Roll No. 4; (v) 6d block of four (K8b) without Dandy Roll No.
Such a set has never before been offered anywhere to our knowledge -
and may never be again .

SECOND PICTORIALS - THE MULTIPLE WMK. ISSUES

£325.00

602(a) %d Fantail (Ub). The listed shades of green and deep green in finest mint
blocks of nine (3 x 3). Lovely contrasts . £2.50

£40.00

(b) As above. Plate blocks 1A and 1B (small letters, from the original 1935 plate) . £4.00

(c) As above. Similar pair of plate blocks, but both with variety Watermark
Inverted £25.00

(d) As above. Plate 1A in larger block of six stamps, to include the constant
'Clematis' flaw on R8/1 £7.50

(e) As above. Set of two plate 1A blocks of nine stamps each. Both show the
'Clematis' flaw mentioned above, but in one of the blocks R8/3 is normal, while
in the other this stamp shows the major flaw which developed in the value
tablet on R8/3. The superb pair of blocks (LV1c/d) £47.50

(f) As above. Plate block of nine from the 1936 unnumbered plate showing the
R8/3 Fraction Bar flaws (this variety has no connection whatsoever with that
in the same sheet position on the original plate, mentioned in lot 602(e) above). £18.50

(g) As above. Marginal block of ten including the mysterious "Double Re-Entry"
on R5/17 (LV1e) illustrated on Perm. Page L6 in the C.P. Catalogue ..



(h) As above. Marginal block of four with the rare variety 'Double Perforations'
at right (L 1bZ). Finest mint . £97.50

(i) As above. Set of two plate blocks from the 1937 plate, with the distinctively
large markings 1A and 1B £30.00

(j) As above. A prominent and interesting variety developed on R9/7 of original
plate 1B. The colour on the bird's head and neck virtually disappeared, and
its left claw became little more than a colourless blob. (According to "The
Postage Stamps of New Zealand", Volume 2, this variety occurred on one pane
of the unnumbered plate, but we have in the past seen a positional block
proving the plate to be the original 1B). Here offered in marginal block of four,
mint unhinged £22.50

(k) As above. Set of two unnumbered plate blocks of nine, overprinted Official
(L01b), one with the R8/3 flaws, the other without .

603(a) 1d Kiwi (L2d). Two nice shades in unhinged mint blocks of four ..

(b) As above. Another unhinged mint block of four, with variety Watermark
Inverted (L2dZ). Cat. $ 40, special offer at .

(c) As above. Set of four plate blocks (A3, A4, B3, B41, complete as listed

(d) As above. Choice of two plate blocks (B3, B4) with variety Watermark
Inverted. Each block ..

(e) As above. Vertical pair, upper stamp showing the Plate B3, R9/22 'Retouch
to Z' (LV2e). Scarce! ..

£42.50

£6.25

£8.50

£12.00

£20.00

£22.50

(f) As above. Set of two blocks showing different states of R8/18 from Plate B3:
(i) with prominent coloured flaws between Nand D, and in the gutter at right,
and (ii) with these same flaws and in addition a large uncoloured flaw near the
top of the panel at right (the latter is mentioned in Vol. 2 of the N.Z. Handbook).
The two interesting blocks £18.50

(g) As above. Two blocks of four, one overprinted Official, both including the
Plate A3 R5/17 "F rog on Log" flaw (otherwise described as 'the kiwi and the
worm'). Some minor gum-stains on the non-Official block, but an attractive
twosome £17.50

(h) As above. A further pair of blocks (of eight ordinary, and six Official) showing
major, but different, plate scratches £15.00

(i) As above. Fine lot of seven items (24 stamps in all), with a total of nine varieties
identified, and almost all plated to their sheet positions. Unusual! £35.00

(j) As above. According to Vol. 4 of the N.Z. Handbook: "Several copies (of the
1d Kiwi) have been seen with an unusual and interesting variety of the perforations.
The bottom right-hand corner of the selvedge of a number of sheets of the paper
with multiple watermark became folded over after the stamps had been printed
but before the sheets were perforated. When the folded corner was turned back,
portion of the bottom and of the right-hand side of row 10, No. 24 was without
perforations. It would appear that the fault was corrected by hand. The added



holes were relatively well spaced and aligned. They had a gauge of 13". We have
a block exactly answering this description, except that it is from the top right
corner of a sheet, thus it is part of the top and right hand side of row 1, No. 24
which has the perfs. added - in this case they gauge 13 at the top~ and 12Y. at
the right hand side. A fascinating block (complete with diagonal crease on
R1/24 which demonstrates the reason for its existence), and possibly unique.. £85.00

(k) As above. Complete set of four plate blocks, A3, A4, B3, B4, from the 'Official'
issue (L02d). Now Cat. $17.50 per block. The set £25.00

(I) As above. 'Official' plate block (A3) with variety Inverted Watermark. Stamps
somewhat off-centre, but a scarce block £12.50

604(a) lY2d Maori Cooking (L3d). Fine mint set of two in lovely shades of red brown
and deep red brown £3.00

(b) As above. Similar contrasts, but in unhinged mint blocks of four £18.50

(c) As above. Plate block of four (pI. no. 18) £10.00

(d) As above. The same plate block, but overprinted Official (L03d). Superb
unhinged £25.00

605(a) 2d Whare, Perf. 14 x 13Y., Fine Paper (L4b). Two superb mint blocks of four
in the most extreme shades of orange imaginable. Wonderful contrasts ...... £1.75

(b) As above. Complete set of eight plate blocks as catalogued. The odd negligible
gum tone on a couple of blocks, but generally fine. Now Cat. $ 70 £20.00

(c) As above. A superb example of the PI. 18 R3/2 'Teko-Teko' re-entry (LV4b),
showing the variety at its fullest extent. In corner block of six, mint unhinged.
1991 Cat. $325 £127.50

(d) As above. Block of 20 (2 x 10) clearly showing the plate crack which developed
in 1936 on plate 1B, affecting the top seven impressions in the tenth vertical row,
and led to the scrapping of this plate early in 1937 £32.50

(e) As above. Another example of the same plate crack, but from a sheet overprinted
Official (L04b), and in a top marginal block of 14 (2 x 7). Gum staining on
topmost pair, otherwise very fine £25.00

(f) As above. Four different plate blocks overprinted Official. Not complete, but
includes the rare plate lA (in superb condition, incidentally), of which less than
a dozen examples were traced when extensive inquiries were made by our Auckland
colleages several years ago £165.00

(g) As above. Last but not least, a used copy of the variety 'Blurred Print' (L4bY)
- looking for all the world as though printed on blotting paper. Unknown mint,
and one of just two used copies known to us £90.00

606(81 2d Whare, Perf. 14 Line (L4c). Like its companion 'Blitz Perf: 14)( 15 issue
(L4d), this is a stamp whose elusiveness bears little relation to its catalogue
ratings - yet we can offer a pair of fine mint copies in notable shades of
orange and yellow orange . £4.25



(b) As above. Set of two plate blocks (2A and 281. complete £37.50

(c) As above. Fine, lightly hinged mint copy with Official overprint (L04c) £5.00

(d) As above. 'Official' plate block 2A or 28, superfine mint, and very scarce.
Either block (Now Cat. $ 175 each) £60.00

607(a) 2d Whare. Perf. 14 x 15 (L4d). As mentioned in lot 606(a) above, another
issue scarcer than is generally realised, but again offered in two very distinctive
shades, finest mint £7.00

(b) As above. Superfine mint plate block of four (pI. 2A) £30.00

608(a) 2d Whare. Pert. 12% (L4e). Block of four. superb mint unhinged £4.75

(b) As above. Plate blocks (2A and 28) complete £12.50

(c) As above. Finest mint. very lightly hinged copy overprinted Omcial (L04e).. £42.50

1975 - 1982 DEFINITIVES

A fresh input of stock enables us to offer the following comprehensive listing of imprint/plate
and reprint blocks of this series of issues (section PAl. In all cases, however, quantities
available are strictly limited. All items are unmounted mint.

609(a) lc Rose (PA la). Imprint/plate (1818181B18) block of fifteen stamps. with
one-spot reprint mark alongside R8/1 .

(b) As above. Similar block with two-spots by R8/1, plates lA or 18, each .....

610(a) 2c Rose (PA2a). Original plate (lA) block of ten stamps ..

(b) As above. Plate (18) block of fifteen stamps, one-spot reprint by R8/1 .

(c) As above. Similar block with two-spots by R8/1, plates lA or 18, each ......

611(a) 3c Rose (PA3a). Original plate block of ten stamps, plate nos lA or 18, each ..

(b) As above. Similar block with two-spots by Rl0/l, plate nos lA or lB, each ..

£3.00

£3.00

£1.25

£3.25

£3.25

£2.50

£3.20

612 4c Rose (PA4a). Plate block of fifteen stamps, one-spot by R8/1, plate nos lA
or 18. each . £3.75

613(a) 5c Rose (PA5a). Original plate (1 B) block of ten stamps ..

(b) As above. Plate block of fifteen. one-spot by R8/1. plate nos 1A or 1B, each

(c) As above. Similar block, two-spot reprint, plate nos lA or lB. each .

(d) As above. Large block of 20. three-spots by R7-8/1. plate nos lA or lB.
each .

614(a) 6c Rose. Pert. 14~ x 14% (PA6a). Imprint/plate block of ten. plate nos lA
or lB. each ..

£1.25

£3.75

£3.75

£5.75

£17.50



(b) As above. Two different sheet value blocks of ten, from plates 1A and 1B
respectively .

615 6c Rose, Pert. 14% x 13% (PA6b). Imprint/plate block of ten, plate nos 2A
or 2B, each .

616(a) 7c Rose, Pert. 14% x 14% (PA7a). Imprint/plate block of ten, plate nos lA
or lB, each ..

(b) As above. Sheet value block of ten

617(a) 7c Rose, Pert. 14% x 13% (PA7b). Imprint/plate block of ten, plate nos 2A
or 2B, each .

(b) As above. Plate (2B) block of fifteen stamps, one-spot by R8/1 .

£35.00

£1.50

£17.50

£17.50

£1.50

£4.25

620(a) 9c Rose (PA9a). Original plate (lB) block of ten stamps .

618

619

8c Rose, Pert. 14% x 14% (PA8a). Imprint/plate block of ten stamps, plate
nos lA or lB, each ..

8c Rose, Pert. 14% x 13% (PA8b). Imprint/plate block of ten, plate nos 2A
or 2B, each ..

£17.50

£1.75

£2.25

(b) As above. Plate block of ten, one-spot by R 10/1, plate nos lA or 1B, each ..

(to be continued)

N.Z. COMMEMORATIVES (Continued)

All offers are mint unless otherwise stated.

621 (a) 1968 Armed Services (S 109-S111). Imprint/plate block of 6 stamps of
each value, unmounted ..

(b) As above. Sheet value block of four of each value .

(c) As above. 4c with inverted watermark (S109aZ) - much scarcer than the
28c invert. Unhinged mint ..

(d) As above. One only, block of 4 stamps of S109aZ .

(e) As above. 28c inverted wmk. variety (SlllaZ). Cat. $15, special offer at ..

(t) As above, but block of 4 with inverted watermark .

(g) As above. Collection of four blocks (18 stamps) of the 28c, all with inverted
watermark, including imprint/plate block, sheet value block, bottom marginal
block wi'th guide markings, and right marginal block with punched marking.
Another unusual offer ..

(h) As above. Used blocks of 4 of all three values .

(j) As above. Illustrated F.D.C ..

£5.00

£10.00

£6.50

£6.00

£25.00

£2.75

£10.00

£75.00

£9.00

£4.50



622 (a) 1968 Suffrage/Human Rights (S 112a/113a). Plate block (eight stamps}-and sheet
value block (four stamps) of each value. The set of four blocks £9.00

(b) As above. 10c Human Rights stamp (Sl13). used block of four £2.50

(c) As above. Three different illustrated F.D.C.'s, with a mixture of the 3c and 10c
adhesives £7.50

623(a) 1969 I.L.O. (Sl14a). Plate block of six, sheet value block of four, colour code
corner block of four, and double sheet serial number block of six. The set of
four blocks (20 stamps) £12.50

(b) As above. This plate block of six has the bottom selvedge perforated through
by an erroneous strike of the perforating head (normal sheets have the bottom
selvedge without any perforation holes). Most unusual thus £17.50

(c) As above. Block of six stamps with the R6/8 "flaw by 7c" variety.............. £10.00

(d) As above. Block of four stamps, used

(e) As above. Illustrated First Day Cover

624 (a) 1969 Law Society (Sl15a-117a). Set of three, in sheet value blocks of four
stamps each block .

£2.00

£2.50

£6.00

(b) As above. Shades in the 3c abound - the three here offer ed have been selected
for their extreme contrasts - each in block of four £2.50

(c) As above. 3c block of four, red misplaced to the left - result is letters NEW
ZEALAND appear to be bleeding! £5.00

(d) As above. Marginal 10c block including (i) R6/3, 7/3 owl's ear red multipositive
flaw (found on stamps 2 to 10 in vertical column 3); (ii) R6/4, 7/4 c of 10c
multipositive flaw (found on all stamps in column 4); and (iii) R7/5 major red
flaw. A nice block (10 stamps) £10.00

(e) As above. Top left corner block of ten, R2/3, 1/4,2/4 showing the same
'vertical row' multipositive varieties as mentioned in the previous offer, but R1/3
is without the red owl flaw (the flaw was removed from the multipositive on
Rl/3 before the plate was laid down) - full details in Vol. 6 £10.00

(f) As above. 10c block of four, with two stamps (from vertical row 7) having
the retouch on R of FEAR (details Volume 6) £7.50

(9) As above. Top marginal block of four showing the same retouch on R217, but
R1/7 is without any sign of retouching (again details in Vol. 6) £7.50

(h) As above. Three 18c horizonral pairs with superb green shades (blue-green
through to yellow-green). Lovely.................................................................. £7.50

625 (a) 19690tago University (51 18/119a). Two plate blocks of six, one sheet value
block of four, for both values. A complete set of six blocks £12.50

(b) As above. Two different illustrated F.D.C:s £5.00


